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INrnoructroN

AssrRAcr
Mari6ib from the Bie Fish River area, Yukon
Territory, has a chemical formula Nar.oo(Feo.soIts cell dimensions at
Mno.ooMgb.osCao.or)POn.
are a 6.867(L), b
293K O pt6l(s,-0.109304)
8.987(f), c 5.045(t)A; space group Pmnb, Z=4;
D(meas.) 3.64-3.68g/ct:r.a,D(calc) 3.69 g/cm3.From
a crystal gtound into a sphere, with crystal-monochromatized MoKc radiation and stationary-crys'
tal, stationary-counter procedure, we collected 520
diffracted intensities, 488 of which had I>3". A
trial strueture of the highrtemperature CoSO+
type with Na added n 4(c) (V+,0.851, 0.531) was
refined by least squares with anisotropic temperature
factors to an unweighted residual of 3.07o-. Na is
surrounded by ten oxygen atoms within 3A, in irregular coordination. The distorted octahedron
about Fe is of the (2+2+2) type; the phosphate tetrahedron is nearly regular. Half the oxygpn atoms
are coordinated to two Na+, two Fe2+, and one IF+
ions, and the other half to three Na+, one Fe2*, and
one P5+ ions, The packing efficiency is 70Vo.

Despite its simple formula, sodium ferrous
phosphatehas not received much attention from
chemists. It was reported in the chemical literafure as a deposit in boiler pipes once in the last
twenty years. Stuflnan et aI. (1977) discovered
this compound as a new tnineral of hydrothermal origin in the Big Fish River area, Yukon
Territory, and named it maricite. The sample
ulilized for structure determination had been
analyzed on the electron microprobe by Dr. M.
Corlett at Queen's University. Her analysis, recalculated to 4.OO oxygen atoms per formula
unit, is given in Table 1.
Cnvsrer Der.q

The crystals range from one to several mm
in longest dimension, which is a in the orthorhombic cell (fable 1). Some of the crystals are
clear and colorless, others are milky and grey.
X-ray diffraction patterns of both types, however, are indistinguishable.
SoPrtvrlrnE
A clear grain selectedfor data collection was
ground to a sphere 0.30 mm in diameter. The
La mari6ite de la rdgion de la riviEre Big Fish, reported cell edges rezult from a least-squares
Territoire du Yukon, a po.ur formule chimique:
refinement of 12 high-order reflections (MoKqr
Na1.e6(Feo.s6Mtro.ooMgo.osCao.61)POa.
Ses _pa.ramdtres -0.70930A) centeredon
an automateddiffractocristallins d 293K (IMoKcr-0.70930A)
sont a
meter. The space-group absences and lattice
6.861(1),b 8.987(l), c 5.045(1)A; son groupe d'esrepeats were obseryed on precession, cone-axis,
paco est Pmnb avec Z=4; D^,.=3.6+3.68, D".r"=
3.69. Nous avons mesur6 sur un dchantillon sph6- rotation, and Weissenbergfilms as follows:lr0l
absentfor h*l:2n*L;
hko absentfor k=2n*1.
rique, par la m6thode cristal fixe-ddtecteur fixe,
520 intensit6s dont 488 avaient I)3a(I) i l'arde de They characterizediffraction aspectP*nD. Since
la radiation MoKo monochromatis6e par un cristal
de graphite. Un moddle du type CoSOn, forme hauto tempdrafure, avec utr atome de Na ajout6 en 4(c)
(Yt,0.851,0.531) s'est affir6 par moindres carr6s
avec des facteurs dbgitation thermique anisotropes
jusqu'i un r€sidu non pond6r6 de 3.0%. Le sodium
est en coordinenco irr€guliBre, li6 a 10 a,tomes
d'oxygtsne ir moins de 3A. L'octabdre du fer a une
distortion trBs prononc6e du type (2+2+2). I* titraddre du phosphore est I peu prBs r6gulier. I-a moiti6
fu atomes d'orygbne sont li6es d deux ions Na-,
deux Fe2+ et un P5+, I'autre moiti€ e trois Na+. un
Fez+ et un Is+. Lo coefficient d'empilement est
70%.
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CRYSTAL STRUCTURE"-OF
TSH

x
Na
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0(2)
0(3)
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714
000
Ll4
U4
714
0.0692(4)

2. CRYST[-SruCrore

Y

'

0.8508(3)

0.5305(5)

0.1760(1)
0.1164(4)
0.3492(4'
0.1213(3)

0.4640(3)
0.7521(8)
0.4557(8)
0.3r74(5)

MR

PMTES

ura
r..6(r)
0.87(4)
0.64(r)
L.4(2'
0.9(2)
0.8(1)

parmeEcls (rn ff2xl0o) have the fotu e"xe

morphology did not show any forms such as
{hkl}, {h0l}, {hk0} or {10o} that could have
established tle space group uniquely, we first
assumed a center of sy,mmetry.This proved to
be correct as the structure was found to belong
to space group Pmnb.
ExrsRrIvtrNtAL PRocEDURE
Intensities were measured on an automated
4-circle Picker diffractometer, using graphitemonochromatized MoKa radiation- The fixedcounter method of intensity measurement was
usedwith a take-off .angleof 9o. The reflections
were intense enough'for the tube to be operated
at 30 kV, 10 mA during the entire procedure
of data collection. We counted for 2O seconds
on the peak, and l0 seconds at each of two
points 1.5' away from the peak and on each
side of it along the central lattice row. No attenuators were used. The intensitieswere cortected
for counter dead time, the largest correction being approximately 5Vo of the accumulated
counts.All the reflections in the hemisphereh20
were measuredup to 20=6O". Three standard
reflections chosen at high angles were measured
after every 30 reflections; in no case did the
variation from their mean intensity exceed1.5/o .
Comparison of symmetrically related reflections
showed a 2.17o mean deviation of the square
root of the intensity, a value that compares favourably with the reproducibility routinely obtained from 20 scan measurements.The standard deviation of intensities was evaluated from
counting statisticsallowing for an additional 27o
"instrumental instability" (Stout & Jensen 1970).
The number of symmetry-independent reflections standsat 52O,32 of which were less than
3o and were considered unobserved. The intensities wete reduced to For" values by the
DATRDN program (Stewart et aI. 1970).
DETERMNATToNoF THE Cnvsrer- Srnucrune
We first looked for a promising trial structure in Crystal Data,(Donnay et al. 1973) among
compounds with similar axial ratios, the same

uzz
r.2(1)
0.64(3)
0.29(s)
0,65(2)
0.3(2)
1.0(1)
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0
0
0
0
0
-0.r(r)
0.2(1)

r.l(I)
0.82(4)
0.37(6)
0.71(2)
1.0(2)
I.0(r)

uzz
o.o(r)
-0.40(3)
-0.01(5)
0.2(1)
0 . 1( r )
-0.4(r)

-zo2{hza*zurr+...+2hka*b*Ul2+...)

spacegroup, and similar chemistry. Many doublemetal phosphates,such as natrophilite and triphylite, crystallize tn Pmnb with an olivinetyp€ structure. Their a/b axial ratios, however,
cluster around 0.60, as compared to 0.76 for
NaFePOo.Around a/b=O.78 is another group
of compounds, with the structure of high-temperature CoSOa. Because these are single-metal
sulfates, selenates, and LiCIOn, we carefully
examined the isostructural CuSOa (Kokkoros &
Rentzeperis1958; Rama Roa 1961) for holes
large enough to accommodate Na ions. Such a
position exists on the (010) mirror, 4(c):r/+,
-0.85,-0.53, where a sodium atom would be
surrounded by ten oxygen atoms at acceptable
distancesof less than 3A. The alkali ion would
not come too close to other cations. A trial
structure for NaFePOarrnaking use of position
4(c) f.or Na and the atomic sosldinates of hightemperature CuSO4 for the remaining elements,
TABI.E 4.
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lite. The densify of 3.69 g,/cms is significantly
higber than that of natrophilite,3,4S g/cn'. The
0(r)-Fe-O(2)
o(r)-P-o(2)
111.8(2):
76,zlG):
centrosymmetris Fe octahedron is distorted and
0(1)-P-O(3) 110.1(1):
o(1)-re-o(2)'r03.8(1):
of the (2+2+2) fire (Iable 4), in contrast to
0(2)-P-0(3) I08.0(2)^
0(1)-Fe-o(3)
89.4(I):
0(3)-p-0(3)'r08.8(2)"
o(1)-re-o(3)'
90.6(.r)"
the
Cu octahedron (4+2) n the high-temper0(2)-re-o(3)
86.0(I)^
0(2)-re-o(3)'
e4.0(1)ature CUSOnstructure (Rama Rao 1961). The
angular deviations ftom 90o for the ?ngles OFe-O (Iable 5) extend to about 14o. The phosgave a 38Vo inrnal residual. After four cycles phate tetrahedron displays tvvo short bonds and
of unweighted loast-squares refinement, the last two longer ones, and its angles are close to teone performed with,nnisotropic temperature f ac- trahedral angles (Clables 4, 5). The coordinators, the lssidrral converged to 3.6%, The data tion polyhedron about the sodium atom is irregwere then corrected for secondary extinction" ular. The Na-O distances range from 2.33 to
and ths uilpeighted residual dropped to 3,OVo, 2.%A (Tabla 4).
Iron occupies the nodes of a pseudo-hexagonal
whereas the convontional weighted residual came
b 4.AVo. Atomic coordinates and anisotropic lattice with orthohexagonal parameters es=cd
temperature facton ,are given in Table 2, Table blQe,o$A"), cn=a, obhiaed by matrix 001/
3, which lists Fou and F*:. values, is available at 010/100 (Frg. 1). Let tle iron layers at heights
aeminal charge from the Depository of Unpub- r=0 and x=Vz be called A; they are interleaved
lished Data, CISTI, National Research Council by a layer B of Na, P ,andboth O(1) and O(2) at
x=Ve, and by its centrosynmetric equivalent
of Canada, Ottawa, Canada, KlA 0S2.
layet C (due to T at /2, /2,1/z). In (100) projection, Na and P occupy the centers of the Fe
DescnrprroN oF THE C\,vsrer- Srnucrunr
triangles, gving a sequence of cations ABACA
. . . so thar the diffraction pattern shows a/2 as
The strucfirre has a high packing efficiency of the pseudo-repeat. The pseudo-hexagonal strucTOVoas compared with 66Vo for the manganous ture explains the morphologrcaily most imporanalogue with olivine-type structure, natrophi- tant {O11} and {O20} sincetheybecome{1010}
TSLE

5 . TETruDRON

Phogphate EeErahedroE

AND OCTffiEDRONANGI,ES
Iron octahedro!

^

@

o
o

Fro. 1. Projection of marihte crystal structure on (100).
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cRYsrAL srR{JcruRE or rvremdrrp
witl reference to the hexagonal lattice. The observed habit, elongation dong a, is due to the
halving of a.
Hatf of the oxygen atoms ,arelocated in layers
B and,C, the other half are in a general position.
Eaoh orygen atom is five-coordinated: orygen
atoms in fhe two special qrositions form corners
of two Na, two Fe, and one tr polyhedra whereas
tho general-position anions are shared by three
Na, one Fe, and one P polyhedra. The bondvalence su'ns (Donnay & Allmann 1970) for
O(2) and O(3) (Table 4) are acceptable; that
for O(1) is nol since it is 0.23 v.u. too low, which
is a larger deviation than has been found so far
in any well-refined structure of a phosphate,
sulfate, borate, or silicate. The possibility of
partial replacement of O by OH or F can be
ruled out because, in the near$ regular FOe tetrahedron, IF+ gives 1.25 v.u. to each anion and
this is more than can be accepted by a fluorine ion or a hydroryl group, which does not
form a hydrogen bond. Hydrogen bonds are
ruled out because they would have to lie along
tetruhedral edges, an electrostatistically unfavorable arra,ngement that has never been observed. The O(1) atoms are thus in an energetically unfavorable placement which may play a
role in making this crystal structure a metastable
one. We note that this compound has not been
srmthesized.
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maricite. At the lowest and highest temperatures
studied, namely 77tO.L 'and 293:LO.1K, the
quadrupole splittings are 2,23 and 2.3 t mm./sec.;
tho isomer shifts are l.2l and l.fl, ,mm/sec.witb
respect to metallic iron; the line widths measure 0.36 and O.40 rnm/sec., respectively. The
spectrum changescontinuously on gradual lowering of tempe.rature,indicating the absenceof any
transition. The temperature dependence of the
quadrupole splitting, due to a Boltzman-type
temperature dependence of the electric field
gra&ent, appears normal. On heating maridite,
the DTA cure shows a singularity at 4l0f lK
corresponding to a second-order transition.
We thank Professor D. J. Simkin for the use
of his Miissbauer equipmenl
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